Camera Placement Options

Safety, Security and Tracking Solutions
For The Public Transit Industry.
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**Hi-Def IP Camera**
- Lens: 2.4 mm, 4.0 mm 6.0 mm and 8.0 mm
  - Model: S31P

**Hi-Def IP Camera - 2MP Forward Facing**
- Lens: 3.6 mm, 6.0 mm 8.0 mm and 12.0 mm
  - Model: MX-12

**Hi-Def IP Camera - Exterior Mounting**
- Lens: 2.8 mm, 4.0 mm 6.0 mm and 8.0 mm
  - Model: W21P

**Overview Camera - SD700 - Mirror Mount**
- Lens: 6 mm
  - Model: SD700

**Super Compact - Day / Night Camera**
- Lens: 2.8 mm and 3.6 mm
  - Model: MD170

**RV420 - Rear Vision Camera**
- Lens
  - f=2.5, 1.77 mm
  - Model: RV420

**Optional Interior Cameras**
- **Wide Dynamic Range Camera**
  - Model: S35S
- **Day / Night Camera**
  - Model: S370
- **Optional Flush Mount - Low Profile Weather Proof Cameras**
  - Models: FS3, FS4, FS10
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